Hydrofix Water Pressure Booster

Hydrofix water pressure booster is an automatic solution for both
domestic and commercial premises with low water pressure or flow.
The self-contained system is compact, silent, easy to install and has
a type AB air gap to comply with water authority regulations. Water
from the mains or private water supply is stored in the tank which
also houses a submersible pump. A built in flow sensor prevents
the pump from running dry and automatically re-sets once the water
level recovers.

Advantages:









Technical Characteristics:

Easy to install
Pre-installed pump in the tank
Compact dimensions
Full automatic
Noiseless
Following EN1717 regulation & approved
Up to 2 pumps can be installed
Ergonomic design

Technical







Multistage, full stainless steel pump AISI 304
Variable speed drive with dry running
protection
Outlet overflow diam. 75mm
Supplied with a 5 litre expansion tank
Type AB air gap equipped with strainer
following EN1717

Dimensions & Weight

Max. flow
Max. pressure at zeroflow

2 up to 6
/h
2 up to 8 bar

Width/Height/Depth
Mains water connection

Protection
Power (P2)
Power supply

IP68
550 up to 1500 Watt
230 Volt 50 Hz

Connection after the
inverter
Overflow
Weight without water

500/600/1500mm
3/4” M (max
701/min)
1” Man.
DN75
55 to 80 kg

How it works:



Hydrofix Auto – A built in pressure switch automatically starts and stops the pump when a tap or valve on
the outlet is opened or closed.
Hydrofix Vario – Has a variable speed inverter drive. As demand increases or decreases the controller
varies the speed of the pump accordingly to maintain a constant pressure.

Applications:
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